mosquito screens with style

the Algarve’s
specialist insect
screen supplier,
installer
& distributor

Insect Screens &
Enclosures to enhance
the comfort of your
home and garden...
Let us improve your
view of the world!

innovative I discreet I contemporary

our products

Retractable, pleated flyscreens
for doors and windows.

Simply Screens retractable, pleated
flyscreens are offered in a wide range
of colours and styles to blend into your
existing property’s colour schemes and
designs. The unique design of the ‘PLISSE’
screens allow them to retract when not
required, but come into play at a moment’s
notice when fresh air - not insects - is
needed in your home.

They can be fitted anywhere in the home,
requiring minimal space to install, but
adding both comfort and value, The
innovative design, installed in thousands of
homes worldwide, are the ‘solution of choice’
for interior designers, builders, architects
- and importantly - people like you, who
appreciate your home and all its comforts.

Superior technology and innovative design
has allowed the Flyscreen to evolve from
just a functional product to now enhance
and compliment the beauty and comfort
of your home. SimplyScreens brings that
technology and design to Portugal.

The aim of SimplyScreens is to provide it’s
customer with a superior, top quality, high
end product at a competitive price. Backed
by an informed, highly professional, Sales
Team with fully trained and experienced
Fitters, the service we offer guarantees
a quality, efficient, clean and punctual
installation with excellent Customer Service.

www.simplyscreens.pt

overview

Doors, windows, french doors & sliding
patio doors - we have a solution for each:

Plisse
The pleated retractable door screen
without a bottom rail, from SimplyScreens.
Let the fresh air in and keep insects out
with Italy’s leading retractable flyscreen.
The Plisse screen can be used with French
doors, sliding Patio doors and ordinary
hinged doors, and provides an effective
means of circulating fresh air whilst
maintaining privacy and protecting against
insects.
Specific Plisse Features are:
•

Very flexible, with multiple configurations,
from singular units to multiples (max 6)
for very wide openings (as pictured).

•

Patented lower door fixing offers no floor
barrier, makes cleaning easy, and allows
door to absorb impact, so avoiding
damage.

•

Can be fitted into openings that do not
have perfectly square walls.

•

A low profile frame allows the unit to be
used with Security shutters and screens.

MiniPlisse
MiniPlisse is a horizontal retractablbe,
pleated flyscreen with overall dimension of
only 32mm (frame), so allowing installation
on virtually ANY type of window. The
fixing system is ideal for both frontal or
lateral application on/in the frame and
compliments the Plisse range when used
specifically for windows.

www.simplyscreens.pt

gioconda

Gioconda vertical /
Gioconda horizontal

Gioconda
Gioconda is a versatile retractable, pleated
flyscreen system that can be fitted in
windows or patio doors, sliding or French,
such that the pleats and movement can
be either vertical or horizontal dependent
upon user preference.
The flyscreens can be either clutch operated,
maintaining a partially open configuration
if required (vertical and horizontal options),
or chain operated when installed in the
horizontal version, typically for large
windows.
Additionally the horizontal version can be
specified with an operations stick with a
180 degree rotation to make opening and
closing easier.
The construction is based on a rigid frame
and track system, both top and bottom. This
provides a more robust solution for larger
openings or ones where the location is more
susceptible to windy conditions.

Head Office:

Lagos, Portugal
(+351) 282 798 080
Email:

info@simplyscreens.pt
Website:

www.simplyscreens.pt
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pratika

Pratika fixed
fly screen

Pratika
Pratika is a fixed fly screen option where
retractable screens may not be required
i.e, bathrooms etc.
The Pratika comes with three fitting options:
•

The ‘Permanent’ option. The screen is
securely screwed into surrounding
frame/brickwork with a wall bracket.

•

The ‘Removable’ option. The screen is
held in place with magnetic fittings
and fixed laterally within the window
opening. This allows for easy cleaning
for both window and screen.

•

The ‘Coccinella’. As the ‘Removable’
option but using unique ‘twist clip’
fittings that are fixed to the front of
the frame/brickwork.
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General features
and construction

General features
•

Offers an effective and attractive
flyscreen solution for protection
against insects.

•

Profile is unobtrusive and compliments
your existing door opening.

•

Retracts out of sight when not in use.

•

2 choices of screen colour (black and
grey) and 28 different frame finishes
allows you to choose the design to
compliment your existing décor.

•

Patented spring tension system holds
the screens taught.

Construction
•

Pleats manufactured by a patented
process carrying a guarantee against
splitting.

•

Mesh comes in black or grey for insect
protection made from PVC-coated
mesh to avoid fading (black net is sold
as standard. If Grey net is required this
must be stated at timeof order).

•

Alternate configurations allow for
darkening or UV-protection.

•

Frames and housing made from high
quality extruded aluminium.

•

Finished in acrylic to prevent chipping
and scratching.

•

Assembled and fitted on site by
experienced professionals guarantees
a punctual, clean, quality installation.
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finishes
The aluminium frames can be
supplied as solid colours (9 options),
Marbled (7 options) or Wood Grain
(12 options). Details and samples
can be provided on request.
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*colours may differ from the originals.
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contact

Head Office:

Lagos, Portugal
(+351) 282 798 080
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Email:

info@simplyscreens.pt
Website:

www.simplyscreens.pt

discreet, retractable,
pleated mosquito
screens to enhance the
comfort of your home...

innovative I discreet I contemporary

